
International Cooperation
 In a globalised world, international cooperation
is more important than ever. The Stockholm–
 Mälar region is strategically located in the
 increasingly strong and increasingly well
 integrated Baltic Sea region, and has every
 chance of becoming the natural hub of this
 region. It is therefore essential that Stockholm
 is an active player on the international arena
 and prioritises collaboration with other
 European regions and cities, above all in
 northern Europe Wide Variety of Urban
 Settings Stockholm is among the most
 beautiful of the world’s big cities, offering a
 unique combination of vibrant, big-city living
 and the tranquility of the countryside There
 is a wide variety of attractive neighborhoods,
 each with its own identity, enabling local
 people to choose the part of the city best
 suited to their circumstances and lifestyle
 In the outer city meanwhile, developments
 at places like Farsta, Älvsjö, Sätra and
 Vällingby have provided new workplaces and
 new homes. Järva and Vantör have continued
 to build on their multicultural traditions, and
 exciting new jobs are now available in such
..sectors as language, technology and culture

 World-Class Business
 The Stockholm–Mälar region has a
 world-class business climate providing
 the ideal conditions for businesses to
 take root and grow. The region is home
 to all kinds of companies, from big,
high-tech corporations to small spin-
 offs in the service sector In the creative
 sector, developments have been strong.
 Culture, sports and entertainment are
 creating jobs, export opportunities and
 growth. Stockholm is world famous
 for its dynamic, richly varied cultural
 offering The business climate is based
 on simple, unambiguous tax rules and
 clearly formulated directives, making
 it easy and profitable to start up and
 run a business Businesses are also
 supported by first-class infrastructure.
 The region offers efficient road and
 railway networks high-capacity ports
 and airports reliable energy supply
 systems and an IT infrastructure that is
 among the best in the world. Moreover
 Stockholm is also Northern Europe’s
 number-one financial city, whose
 large financial sector creates unique
 opportunities for private companies
   to access capital when they need it

Stockholm’s Vision 2030

make a comparison between center of Al-
 vsjo area and Gamlastan in centeral part of
 Stockholm shows us how big is this area
 in term of scale and functioning and also
 the amount of people in these tow area the
 circles show the same area in the same scale
 and its abviouse that the Alvsjo is two times
 bigger rather than Gamlastan  but in terms
 of social activity and population its almost
 empthy because  people just passing the
 station and then disappear becauce there is
 not any places for  being there or spend time
    with others

 in regular growth of the
 area or generally in a
 city we can see a core
 start to extend itself  in
 the Alvsjo area  there
 is  strong center but  we
 have neighburhoods
without good connec-
 tion and doesnt exist
 sense of place in these
   segregated areas

 Baltimore simulated forest land cover showing
200 years of urban growth in yellow
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